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1.

In this question i and j are perpendicular unit vectors in a horizontal plane and k is a unit vector
vertically upwards.
A small smooth ring of mass 0.1 kg is threaded onto a smooth horizontal wire which is parallel
to (i + 2j). The only forces acting on the ring are its weight, the normal reaction from the wire
and a constant force (i + 2j – 2k) N. The ring starts from rest at the point A on the wire, whose
position vector relative to a fixed origin is (2i – 2j – 3k) m, and passes through the point B with
speed 5 m s−1. Find the position vector of B.
(6)

2.

With respect to a fixed origin O, the position vector, r metres, of a particle P at time t seconds
satisfies
dr
+ r = (i – j)e−2t.
dt
Given that P is at O when t = 0, find
(a) r in terms of t,
(7)
(b) a cartesian equation of the path of P.
(2)
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3.

Figure 1
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Figure 1 shows a box in the shape of a cuboid PQRSTUVW where PQ = 3i metres,
PS = 4j metres and PT = 3k metres. A force (4i – 2j) N acts at Q, a force (4i + 2j) N acts at R, a
force (−2j + k) N acts at T, and a force (2j + k) N acts at W. Given that these are the only forces
acting on the box, find
(a) the resultant force acting on the box,
(2)
(b) the resultant vector moment about P of the four forces acting on the box.
(5)
When an additional force F acts on the box at a point X on the edge PS, the box is in equilibrium.
(c) Find F.
(1)
(d) Find the length of PX.
(5)
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4.

A rocket-driven car propels itself forwards in a straight line on a horizontal track by ejecting
burnt fuel backwards at a constant rate λ kg s−1 and at a constant speed U m s−1 relative to the
car. At time t seconds, the speed of the car is v m s−1 and the total resistance to the motion of the
car has magnitude kv N, where k is a positive constant. When t = 0 the total mass of the car,
including fuel, is M kg. Assuming that at time t seconds some fuel remains in the car,
(a) show that

dv
λU − kv
=
,
dt
M − λt

(7)
(b) find the speed of the car at time t seconds, given that it starts from rest when t = 0 and that
λ = k = 10.
(6)

5.

A uniform rod AB, of mass m and length 2a, is free to rotate in a vertical plane about a fixed
smooth horizontal axis through A. The rod is hanging in equilibrium with B below A when it is
hit by a particle of mass m moving horizontally with speed v in a vertical plane perpendicular to
the axis. The particle strikes the rod at B and immediately adheres to it.
(a) Show that the angular speed of the rod immediately after the impact is

3v
.
8a

(5)
Given that the rod rotates through 120° before first coming to instantaneous rest,
(b) find v in terms of a and g.
(6)
(c) find, in terms of m and g, the magnitude of the vertical component of the force acting on the
rod at A immediately after the impact.
(5)
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6.

(a) Prove, using integration, that the moment of inertia of a uniform circular disc, of mass m and
radius a, about an axis through its centre O perpendicular to the plane of the disc is 12 ma2.
(4)
The line AB is a diameter of the disc and P is the mid-point of OA. The disc is free to rotate
about a fixed smooth horizontal axis L. The axis lies in the plane of the disc, passes through P
and is perpendicular to OA. A particle of mass m is attached to the disc at A and a particle of
mass 2m is attached to the disc at B.
(b) Show that the moment of inertia of the loaded disc about L is

21
4

ma2.
(6)

At time t = 0, PB makes a small angle with the downward vertical through P and the loaded disc
is released from rest. By obtaining an equation of motion for the disc and using a suitable
approximation,
(c) find the time when the loaded disc first comes to instantaneous rest.
(8)
END
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